
Rotary Broaching



1. Up to 80% reduction of the forces

2. Longer lifetime of the machine

3. Faster cycle time

4. Complexes profiles realisable

5. Faster than Torx milling

6. Profile realisable in one step

Why Rotary Broaching (USP) :



The 1° inclined construction allows a reduction of required

thrust force up to 80 % when feed is correctly adapted. This

important reduction is due to the concentration of the machine

pushing force on a small part of the profile section to be broached.

Both work piece and broach are self synchronized. In rotation, the

front face of the broach cut successively each part of the profile

section. The precision of the profile depends on the precision of

the broach, but also on an exact center adjustment, increasing

life of the cutting edges.

Why Rotary Broaching works :



1° 1°

This sketch shows the

tumbling effect when rotating

around its own axis.

On turning machines is the

same effect but the effect is

invisible because the body is

not rotating and the 1° is not

visible.

How Rotary Broaching works :



How does Rotary Broaching works :

The 1° inclined construction allows a reduction of required thrust

force up to 80 % when feed is correctly adapted.

Material to 

be broached

Prehole

Edges in contact



1°

Blank preparation :

1°

1°

Front

clearance

0.5°

Hole size

A/C Size

Chamfer size

Normally  holes must be a little bigger than the effective dimension 

across flats of the broach. The above indications can be reduced for 

free cutting material and increased in heavy conditions. (max. 85 

dN/mm2)



Blank preparation :

We recommend 1,3 / 1,5 x depth of profile; the clearance must be 

sufficient for chips. If the work piece has to be treated, (i.e. case 

hardened) it may be necessary to drill out the chips with drill 0,1/0,2 

smaller than the initial drill. This operation eliminates risk of salt 

behind chips and therefore rust later on. Pre-bores eccentricity does 

not exceed 0,02 for small broach size and 0,04 for large ones.
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Cutting parameter Vc :

Because of the self-synchronisation of the material with the broach,

there are no effects of cutting speed (Vc).

Only at the beginning of broaching, when the broach is touching

the material, the edges could break if the speed is too high.

For that reason we recommend for the first 1mm a reduced speed

of 500 rpm max.

If the broach is turning synchro with the material, the speed can be

increased.

We do not recommend speeds over 2000 rpm. It depended of the

machine.



Cutting parameter fn :

The most important cutting parameter for broaching is the feed. If

the feed is wrong, the effect of reduction of required thrust force is

insufficient! If it does, the broach will bottom out, crowding the

metal instead of cutting, and causing tool wear or breakage.

Therefore, the best feed rate should be the equivalent of 1 degree

helical maximum.

Calculation:

D = Profile diameter

Fn = mm per revolution



Spiralling :

Problem:

Spiralling of the broached form is caused by the back 

taper on the broach. Since the broach is driven by 

the leading edge of the hole (ID) against the nearest 

surface of the broach (BB), the space between the 

broach and the hole caused by the back clearance 

allows the broach to rotate slightly and cut a spiral as 

shown in Figure.

Spiralling will also occur if the broach is not properly 

centered.

Spiral angle



Pre-setting for exact centering :

The pre-setting holder (1) with bore H6, turn the toolholder (2) with 

spindle (3) together, provided with the gauge (4) in same length „L“ 

as the broach, to obtain a max. eccentricity of 0.02 on the right 

position of the gauge, checked with the clock (5).

4 radial screws assist this operation. Check again after clamping oft 

he 4 front screws.



Centering adjustment directly on the machine :

Adjustment on the machine offers the advantage to correct the mis-

alignment between machine spindle and turret bore. But the main 

inconvenience of this way is that the adjustment is only valid for one 

hole of the turret on the machine. The diameter (1) is provided with 

the gauge (2) of equivalent length « L » as the broach and stand. Fix 

the magnetic support with the clock on the chuck face. 

Place the point at the right length on the gauge. Turn the machine 

spindle. Adjust the concentricity to max. 0,02 using 4 radial screws, 

then clamp the 4 front screws. Check again after clamping. If 

necessary, move the diameter in various positions and check again. 

The proper concentricity oft he gauge and turning diameter should 

not exceed 0,012.



Centering adjustment directly on the machine :



Broaching tools without adjustment:



Broaching tools with adjustment:



Cutting conditions :



Broaching tools for Star Micronics Machines:

For using the broaching tool type “2160” on the back spindle for Star 

Micronics machine, an adapter plate is needed.

Adapter 2160-220

Tool 2160-220-120

Cut off



Notes :



Notes :
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